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PROGRAM NOTES 

This year marks the fiftieth anniversary of the death of one of the most inventive yet ac
cepted composers of our century. Bela Bartok holds a unique place among early twentieth cen
tury composers because of his profound understanding of folk music. Bartok writes in his auto
biography, "I started out on a search for Hungarian peasant melodies, which were then virtually 
unknown. Later . . . ! extended my activities to the Slovak and Rumanian language territories." 
The whole study of folk music was intrinsic in Bartok 's development of a distinctive musical style. 

The influence of folk elements on Bartok's music creates a wonderfully original and sur
prising world of sound. His music can be intoxicating with its rhythmic frenzy, provocative and 
amorous, lugubrious or seductive, ingeniously strict and defined, or remarkably free and im
provisatory. His music shocks, it can be strange and bizarre, or sometimes simple and calming. 
No one can predict his next surprise, his next color, or the explosive dance to follow the most 
nightmarish sound-scape. All of these emotional stimuli fall within brilliantly logical formal 
structures. Many of his compositions stand amongst the most brilliant music of the twentieth 
century. 

Bartok's Sonata No. I for Violin and Piano was composed in 1921 after a break in com
position resulting from the First World War. The work and its cousin, the Second Sonata com
posed the following y'ear, are both dedicated to and composed for Jelly Aranyi, the Aranyi family 
being close acquaintances from Bartok's first years at the Budapest Music Academy. The works 
were considered landmark compositions at the time of their premieres. The notable composers 
Milhaud and Poulenc wrote to Bartok respectively, saying: "My Dear Friend, !feel I must tell 
you once again how greatly I was moved by your Sonata . It is a noble, pure, and rugged piece." 
and "My Dear Bartok, you gave great pleasure to all young French musicians by coming to 
Paris to play your wonderful Sonata and piano pieces." 

The First Sonata is in traditional, three-movement sonata form, comprised of movements 
marked Allegro appassionato, Adagio, and Allegro. From the opening of the first movement 
the listener is aware that the violin and piano adopt very individual roles, with violin employ
ing various melodies, fragments, scale-work, and rhapsodic material, while the piano colors the 
musical canvas with harmonic material, sounds, rhythms, and shades. Bartok's immediate use 
of large interval leaps pervades the whole work, enhancing its intense ambiance. The first move
ment features ingenious use of special violin techniques, to enhance the instruments' spectrum 
of colors. Sui Ponticello is employed by Bartok to produce a thin, nasal, and glassy sound, as 
the bow is used close to the bridge of the instrument. Sections marked Con Sordino, played with 
mute attached, are veiled and soft. The abrupt and articulate pizzicati, or plucked strings, pro
vide a biting and incisive quality, and heighten the rustic nature of the violin part. 

The second movement opens with a long molto espressivo violin solo, which conveys the 
essence of the folk music which Bartok absorbed so completely. The role of the violin in this 
movement is of a lyric and expressive voice, and the piano provides a harmonic foundation, and 
a rhythmic counterpart. 

The third movement is a Sonata Rondo, and it is hypnotic and driving in character. It is clear
ly folk influenced, and it dazzles with its intricate syncopation, rapid passage-work, and abrupt 
contrasts. Its energy builds constantly to higher planes and the movement closes with a breath
takingly wild prestissimo fast dance. 

The Six Rumanian Folk Dances date from 1915, Bartok's most intensive period of research 
into folk elements. Part of Bartok's process of isolating Hungarian folk material involved sepa
rating the intermingling neighboring influences from Turkey, Serbo-Croatia, Czechoslovakia, 
and Rumania, hence the interest and understanding that Bartok had of music from Rumania. 

The dances of this collection are very similar in many ways to the original Rumanian violin 
melodies on which they are based. The intention of Bartok to make these folk melodies available 



to the concert-goer by setting them for piano was widely accepted, and the collection became 
one of Bartok's best known compositions. Apparently Bartok himself is reported to have been 
quite disappointed with the apparent popularity of these short pieces, while many of his other 
masterworks were under-performed and underestimated. 

The light-hearted and simple character of the Six Rumanian Folk Dances contrasts plea
santly with the intense and emotive nature of many of Bartok 's other works, including the First 
Violin Sonata and Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion . Bartok leaves us in this work with a 
handclapping and heelclicking Rumanian quickstep . 

Bela Bartok was unsurpassed as a pioneer of ethnomusicological research. Janos Karpati 
wrote of the Allegro Barbaro, " The creative significance of his experience collecting in North 
Africa can only be fully understood when we reflect that Bartok composed Allegro Barbaro as 
early as 1911 , and thereby raised the elemental ancient rhythms to the level of art music, toge
ther with ostinato melody composed of small units. It is thus almost symbolic that in the very' 
year that Stravinsky introduced his Sacre du Printemps in Paris, an imaginary sacrificial festi
val of the Russian tribes of pagan times, Bartok was in Africa, getting to know the real primitive 
folk music and its authentic environment." 

Bartok performed the Allegro Barbaro a number of times himself, usually with a group of 
other short movements, the title of the collection being Ungarische Bauertiinze (Hungarian 
Farmdances). The primary structural element of the movement is a "barbaric ostinato of pri
mitive folk music." 

The instrumentation of the Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion provides for the kalei
doscope of colors that can be found throughout this wonderfully original and atmospheric work. 
The musical score specifies the positioning of the two pianos and the battery of percussion in
struments - three timpani, xylophone, two side drums (with and without snares), cymbals, sus
pended cymbals, bass drum, triangle, and tam-tam. 

The Sonata was commissioned by Paul Sacher, the leader of the Basel Chamber Orchestra. 
Bela Bartok in a letter of June 26, 1936 says, "It is difficult tofu/fill the request that the work 
should not be too difficult. I shall be able as far as possible to avoid technical difficulties. [But} 
If one writes something new, the performer encounters difficulties from the unusualness alone." 
In the Sonata, issues of balance between the weighty percussion instruments and the two pianos 
parallel the demands that Bartok makes in terms of dynamic contrast. The performers must 
grade between the most inaudible pianissimo and the most thunderous fortissimo. Extreme 
dexterity from the pianists is required to accurately render the remarkable rhythmic and scale 
passages that occur throughout the piece. 

Structurally, the Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion is closely related to the First Violin 
Sonata . The principal/ink is the fast-slow-fast order of movements. Bartok 's introduction to the 
first movement elaborates small three-note melodic fragments , which are structurally connect
ed within four-note decorative motifs. The rhythmic and harmonic development of these ideas 
reflects an astonishing degree of structural genius . Following the Introduction is an Allegro 
molto, often compared with the Allegro Barbaro of tonight's program, in which Bartok weaves 
the melody into a driving repeated eighth-note accompaniment. Remarkably, this shocking first 
movement takes its basis inform, structure, and melodic pattern from Beethoven's String Quar
tet in C Sharp Minor. 

In the second movement, Lento, rna non troppo, Bartok depicts the "rustlings of nature " 
in ways very similar to the Night Music of 1926. Bartok's adept use of striking tone colors 
amongst strongly unified structural materials conveys the very haunting and expressive nature 
of the "music ofthe night." 

The final movement, Allegro non troppo, is based on a dance-like theme first stated by the 
xylophone and later taken up by the second piano. Following a persistent rhythm heard on the 
side drum, the whirling music becomes disjointed and broken and eventually seems to fall apart. 
Snare drum and cymbal are the last heard as the piece dies away to nothing. 

- Notes by Nicholas Murphy 


